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Abstract

Modern virtual machines for object-oriented machines use dynamic (run-time) com-
pilation in order to ensure fast execution while maintaining security and portability
of program code. Several virtual machine implementations using this compilation
model have been implemented and are successfully used in practice, but to date no
formal model of program execution and dynamic compilation has been published.
This paper presents a formal framework for describing dynamically optimizing vir-
tual machines in the context of purely functional programming languages.

1 INTRODUCTION

Using virtual machines to implement high-level programming languages is quite
common today, as it promises several advantages when compared to traditional
(static machine-code compiler) approaches. The code of programs is stored in a
machine-independent format and the virtual machine provides a portable interface
to the applications running on it, so that applications are automatically portable
across different machine architectures and operating systems. Anotherimportant
aspect is security: the virtual machine has complete control over the applications it
runs and may restrict their operation to conform to some security policy.

The main drawback of virtual machines is, when naively implemented, their
poor performance which results from safety verification of program codes and the
overhead of interpreting the portable code representation. A lot of workhas been
done on dynamic translation from portable to machine code at run-time (just-in-
time, or JIT compilation). Virtual machines employ dynamic profiling and opti-
mization features in order to balance the time required for compilation with the
performance benefits of optimized code.

Despite the wide application of virtual machine techniques in practice, no pub-
lications which formalize aspects of virtual machines – such as dynamic analysis
and transformation – are known to the author, even though most principles from
static program analysis and transformation can be carried over almost unchanged.
The framework presented in this paper aims at formalizing some aspects of virtual
machines and dynamic program optimization. We concentrate on the essence of
dynamic analysis and transformation by restricting the programs running on the
virtual machine to purely functional ones.
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FIGURE 1. Components of a virtual machine

1.1 Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We present a formal model of dynamic translation, abstracted over source
language, target language and execution model as well as the dynamic anal-
ysis and transformation algorithms.

• In order to illustrate our model, we apply it to a well-known optimization,
namely, profile-driven dynamic inlining.

1.2 Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction to the
principles of virtual machines and dynamic compilation. Section 3 describes our
formal approach to dynamic analysis and transformation. We describe the com-
ponents of the framework, their interplay and how existing transformations can
be formulated in our terminology. In order to illustrate the use of the framework,
Section 4 describes how a well-known dynamic optimization can be treated in the
proposed notation. Section 5 compares to other work and Section 6 outlines possi-
ble future extensions to the system. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 VIRTUAL MACHINES AND DYNAMIC TRANSLATION

In this paper, we concentrate on virtual machines which do some kind of dynamic
translation during the course of executing user programs. This section describes
the principles of these machines and defines the terminology used throughout the
paper.



2.1 Virtual Machines

Figure 1 shows the basic structure of a virtual machine and its interaction with the
underlying operating system. Data flow is indicated using grey arrows and control
flow with black arrows.

The source programis a program in some portable representation (e.g., Java
bytecode [LY99] or CIL code [ECM05]), whereas thetarget programconsists of
machine code which can be directly executed by the underlying machine archi-
tecture (e.g., IA-32 or SPARC machine code). Thedynamic compilertranslates
source program parts (methods, functions, or basic blocks) from source to target
language, storing it into the so-calledcode cache, which holds the target program
fragments. The code fragments in the code cache are not required to correspond to
the code fragments in the source program: the former may be superblocks made up
of several source code basic blocks, for example. Note that the code cache in real
implementations is limited in size, so thatcode cache managementis necessary to
act properly when the code cache overflows. Control is transferredfrom the target
program to the dynamic compiler whenever some code is to be executed which
has not yet been translated. The compiler then translates the corresponding source
program part and continues execution in the newly created target code.The tables
hold various information about the dynamic translation state, such as source-to-
target address mappings or profiling information. This information is added both
by the compiler and the target program when it has been instrumented to collect
data about its own execution. This includes counts of function calls or loop itera-
tions, for example. The compiler can base translation decisions on this analysis of
the dynamic program behavior.

The runtime systemis responsible for virtualizing machine resources such as
processes, files or network connections and provides the only interface to the oper-
ating system.

In general, virtual machines map from expected machines to actual machines.
This includes both translation and the mapping of resources. This paper considers
only translation, because the source language is expected to abstract over resource
representations.

2.2 Dynamic Compilation

Dynamic compilation translates the input to the virtual machine (source language)
to the language actually executed (target language). This process naturally decom-
poses into two phases:analysisandtransformation. In contrast to static (off-line)
compilers, a dynamic (on-line) compiler has more information about the program,
for example certain actual input values and dynamic execution profiles. Anaddi-
tional difference between static and dynamic compilers is that the former normally
translate complete programs (or modules), while the latter can operate on much
smaller parts of the program. This reduces compile times and therefore interrup-
tions of the user program. It also reduces compilation to the parts of the program



which are executed in the actual program run. For many programs, this is abig
advantage, since no time is wasted on the compilation of unneeded program parts.

2.3 Feedback-driven Transformation

An important aspect in dynamic optimization is to find the parts of the program
which are most often executed and which would therefore benefit from (possibly
expensive) optimizations. In afeedback-drivenoptimization architecture, the tar-
get code is instrumented so that it maintains counters of how often each partof the
program has been run. When a counter reaches some predefined threshold, the dy-
namic compiler is invoked to perform optimization on this program part. This can
eventually happen several times through a single program run. Profiling informa-
tion can also be gathered by sampling the active code blocks at regular intervals.
This incurs less overhead than counting, but is less precise and requires support
from the hardware and/or operating system.

A complete feedback-driven (also calledadaptive) optimization architecture
thus requires the collection of profiling data, a decision procedure for determining
candidates for recompilation and a run-time compiler supporting several modes of
code generation: at different optimization levels and with or without code instru-
mentation.

3 FORMAL FRAMEWORK

Based on the terminology introduced in the previous section, we will now describe
our formal framework in detail. First, the virtual machine model will be intro-
duced, including its components: source program, target program, dynamic trans-
formation and so on. After that, we will provide details about the interplay between
the various components and describe how the genericity of the framework isob-
tained by abstracting over source and target languages as well as overthe supported
analyses and transformations.

In the following, we will use the following notation: a sequence of items (pos-
sibly empty) will be overlined, as inDt .

3.1 Dynamic Transformation Machine

The source and target programs are written in source and target languages, respec-
tively. Figure 2 shows the basic structure of these languages: programsconsist
of a (possibly empty) sequence of definitions (e.g. function definitions), followed
by an expression, which is interpreted as the main program giving the finalresult
of running the program. The structure of expressions is not defined and can vary
between source and target languages (and often will do so dramatically, for exam-
ple for high-level source and machine target language). The identifiersappearing
in definitions are expected to be unique. The target language must define a re-
duction function which takes the set of definitions and an expression and reduces



Ps ::= Ds Es source program
Ds ::= x = Es source definition
Es ::= depends on source language source expression

Pt ::= Dt Et target program
Dt ::= x = Et target definition
Et ::= depends on target language target expression
→ : Dt ×Et ×K → Et ×K target reduction

K ::= depends on source/target languageknowledge base

τ : Ds×Es×K → Et dynamic translation

FIGURE 2. Source and Target Language

some part or the whole expression to a new expression, using and possibly updat-
ing the knowledge base (see below). This function defines how target programs
are executed in the virtual machine, specifying the target language’s operational
semantics.

A knowledge base contains analysis results, both static (compile-time) as well
as dynamic (run-time). Note that in this context, compile-time is actually part of
the run-time of the user program and interleaved with user program execution, but
we keep the classic distinction and use the term run-time for the actual (productive)
execution of the user program and compile-time for the (non-productive) work per-
formed by the dynamic compiler. The structure of the knowledge base depends on
the source and target language as well as on the supported analyses and transfor-
mations.

The functionτ defines the compilation of source to target expressions. This
translation takes place in the context of the set of source definitions and thecurrent
knowledge base, so that optimization decisions can be made with respect to the
program execution so far. The translation functionτ together with the reduction
function→ defines the semantics of the source language.

The overall structure of a virtual machine is shown in Figure 3. It consistsof
a source program, a target program, a target reduction function, a transformation
function, a compilation strategy and a knowledge base. The compilation strategy
(also shown in Figure 3) is a function which maps the virtual machine state to a
target program. The strategy decides, based on the information containedin the
knowledge base, which definitions should be recompiled, that is, should betrans-
lated from the source to the target program, possibly replacing already compiled
functions. Since the outcome of the decision might be to update (or reset) the
knowledge base, the knowledge base is also an output of this function. Note that
it would be possible to define this function as the identity, which means that no
recompilation would ever take place. The problem of code cache management



VM ::= (Ps,Pt ,→,τ,σ,K) virtual machine

σ : Ps×Pt × τ×K → Pt ×K strategy function

FIGURE 3. Machine Model

mentioned in Section 2 could also be modelled by appropriately defining the strat-
egy function.

3.2 Machine Execution

The execution of a user program written in the source language proceeds as fol-
lows:

1. The program is loaded into the machine, giving the source definitions and
main source expression.

2. The expression of the source program (the main program) is translatedto the
target program’s expression, using the translation functionτ.

3. The knowledge base is initialized to be empty.

When no incremental compilation is desired, Step 2 of the program initialization
above would also translate all source definitions to corresponding targetdefinitions.
After that, the virtual machine evaluates the target program using the following
steps:

1. The strategy function is called in order to decide whether recompilation is
necessary, and

2. the reduction function of the target language performs one reduction.

These steps are repeated in alternation until no recompilation occurs anymore and
no reducible expressions can be found in the target program.

The delayed recompilation used in real virtual machines can be modelled in our
framework by a strategy function which compiles a definition whenever it detects
that a reference is made to a source program definition which has not yetbeen
compiled. Section 4 (below) provides an example. The information needed to
detect this case is held in the set of target definitions and corresponds to a source-
address to target-address mapping table as used in real virtual machines.

3.3 Modelling Common Transformations

Many commonly used program analyses and transformations can be defined using
the framework described in this section. The strategy function plays several roles:
first, it is responsible for detecting when a source definition needs to be compiled
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TABLE 1. Modelling common compilation techniques

for the first time, that is, on the first invocation, or recompiled when needed. Sec-
ond, it has to decide at which optimization levels the compilation should proceed.
The distinction of several optimization levels is common in real virtual machine
implementations, because optimization is mainly a tradeoff between fast compila-
tion and slow execution on the one hand and slow compilation and fast execution
on the other. Between the two extremes of compiling one definition at a time and
compiling the whole program at once, it is also possible to compile several defi-
nitions at once so that possible initial startup costs of the strategy function can be
amortized over multiple definition compilations.

Table 1 shows the relation between various definitions of strategy and reduction
functions and how they can be used to perform some classical kinds of compilers:
when the strategy function compiles all definitions eagerly (at program startup)
and the reduction function is the identity, we get the equivalent of a static (off-
line) compiler. The two on-demand compilation schemes only make sense when
the reduction function performs useful work, therefore two of the table entries
are left blank. By varying the strategy function to compile on demand and to
allow recompilation, and by letting the reduction function perform some useful
work or even to gather profile information, the system is able to perform dynamic,
incremental or even feedback-driven recompilation.

3.4 Properties of the Virtual Machine Model

Since the model is simple and mainly serves as glue between the language def-
initions of the source and target language as well as analysis and transformation
functions, most properties of the system depend heavily on the propertiesof the
given languages. If properties like type preservation and progress hold for the lan-
guage semantics, they will hold for the dynamically optimizing system as well, as
long as the used transformations from source to target language also preserve these
properties. A detailed study of the machine’s properties and its interaction withthe
languages implemented on top of it are topics of future research.



3.5 Genericity of the Virtual Machine Model

Our claim is that the proposed virtual machine model is generic across multiple
source and target languages as well as the analysis and transformation algorithms
used. The machine execution is decoupled from all these aspects (except for the
minor requirements of source and target language structure given in Figure 2) by
requiring them to be packaged up in the reduction, translation and strategy func-
tions. Because this model is so abstract, it is not obvious how it can be usedto
model real-life applications of dynamic compilation techniques. This is the reason
for presenting a concrete example in the next section, where the model is instanti-
ated with concrete languages and a concrete optimization.

4 CASE STUDY: FEEDBACK-DRIVEN INLINING

The formal framework presented in the previous section will now be used tomodel
an optimization which is successfully used in practice: feedback-driven inlining.
Inlining (also called procedure integration) works by replacing a function applica-
tion by the called function’s definition, substituting the actual arguments for the
formal parameters in the process. This optimization avoids the overhead of afunc-
tion call and return and additionally allows other optimizations to work over larger
parts of the code, thereby specializing the called function for the calling context.

In this section, we use the following notation: the operation⊕ adds an element
to a sequence of definitions, overwriting any definition of the same name. The
operation↓ retrieves the expression of a definition with a given name. These will
be used to manipulate the target program. The notationE1[E2/x] stands for the
capture-free substitution of expressionE2 for variablex in expressionE1.

Figure 4 contains the definitions of the source and target languages. Forsim-
plicity and in order to concentrate on the optimization used, the languages are
identical in this example. The language is an untypedλ-calculus extended with
the operationszero, pred andsucc as well as with a conditional expression (if0)
which tests for equality tozero. Note that application expressions are labelled
using unique markers. This is required for referencing application expressions ap-
pearing in the source and target programs.

For notational convenience, we define source and targetcontexts, which are,
like expressions, identical for the source and target cases. Contexts are expressions
which may containholes(written•). Each hole stands for a position in the expres-
sion where another expression may be placed. Filling the hole in a contextC with
an expressionE is written asC[E]. Contexts are used to select subexpressions for
reduction and their grammar essentially defines the reduction order.

The knowledge base consists of a possibly empty sequence of label/number
pairs, where the number counts the times a function application with a given label
has been performed. We define the operations⊕ and↓ (introduced above) spe-
cially on knowledge bases. The addition operation⊕ adds a label/number pair
to a knowledge base, setting the count to one if the label does not appear inthe



Es ::= x | λx. Es | Es
l Es | zero | succ Es | pred Es | if0 Es Es Es

Et
de f
= Es

Cs ::= • | • Es | v • | succ • | pred • | if0 • Es Es

Ct
de f
= Cs

K ::= · | (l ,n),K
K⊕ l = (l ,1),K if l 6∈ K
K⊕ l = K1,(l ,n+1),K2 if K = K1,(l ,n),K2

K ↓ l = 0 if l 6∈ K
K ↓ l = n if (l ,n) ∈ K

wherev ::= zero | succ v | λx. Es

FIGURE 4. Example source and target language

(Dt ,x,K) → (Dt ↓ x,K) (r1)
(Dt , if0 zero Et1 Et2,K) → (Et1,K) (r2)
(Dt , if0 (succ v) Et1 Et2,K) → (Et2,K) (r3)
(Dt ,pred(succ v),K) → (v,K) (r4)
(Dt ,(λx. Et1)

l v2,K) → (Et1[v2/x],K⊕ l) (r5)

(Dt ,E,K) → (E′,K′) ⇒ (Dt ,Ct [E],K) → (Ct [E′],K′)

FIGURE 5. Reduction function

knowledge base and incrementing the count otherwise. The lookup operation ↓
retrieves the count for a given label and returns 0 if the label does notappear in the
knowledge base.

The reduction function for the example target language is shown in Figure 5. It
defines a call-by-value variant of theλ-calculus with conditionals. Note thatsucc
is actually an uninterpreted data constructor whereaspred is an operation which
removes onesucc node from a value. The reduction function performs profiling
while reducing an expression: it counts applications ofλ-expressions by adding the
application expressions’ labels to the knowledge base. The last line of the figure
generalizes the reduction function by stating that if some expressionE reduces to
E′, then a context containingE reduces to the same context whereE is replaced by
E′.

Initial compilation and recompilation is triggered by the strategy function shown
in Figure 6. The first case handles references to identifiers whose definitions have
not yet been translated. The use of a context in the rule makes sure that only defi-
nitions which will be needed are translated.

The second rule checks on function applications whether the call site is “hot”,



σ((Ds,Es),(Dt ,C[x]),τ,K) = (Dt ⊕ (x = τ Ds [[Ds ↓ x]] K),K)
if x 6∈ Dt (s1)

σ((Ds,Es),(Dt ,C[(λx. E2)
l v2]),τ,K) = (Dt ⊕ (x = τ Ds [[Ds ↓ x]] K),K)

wherex containsl andK ↓ l ≥ T (s2)

FIGURE 6. Strategy function

which means that it has been executed more than a predefined number of timesT.
If this is the case, the containing definition of the function application is recom-
piled. The translation function (see below) is responsible for performing the actual
inlining operation.

The translation function from source to target code is displayed in Figure 7. It
mainly maps source terms to their direct target code equivalents, except for pos-
sible inlining opportunities. When a function application is to be translated, the
knowledge base is consulted to find out whether the function called is an inlining
candidate. When an application expression is encountered, the translationfunction
considers several cases. When the expression in function position is a variable,
the invocation count of the application expression is retrieved from the knowledge
base. When the number of invocations is less than thresholdT, the application
is mapped to a target language application. Otherwise, the definition’s expres-
sion is compiled in place of the variable. Because the definition is most certainly
a λ-expression, an additional translation is used which performsβ reductions at
compile time whenever the argument of an application is a variable or a simple
value. This helper translation is calledτ′ and also appears in Figure 7.

Note that in this setup, all optimizations are performed by the translation func-
tions, whereas the necessary profile data collection is done by the reduction func-
tion and decisions concerning recompilations are defined by the strategy function.
This separation of concerns is not required and other uses of the formal framework
could be defined differently, since the framework is sufficiently flexible to encode
several policies. The distribution of responsibilities between the differentcompo-
nents chosen here allows for modular extensions of the supported optimizations.

Figure 8 contains an example program written in the source language of this
section. The figure represents the machine state after initialization, which consists
of loading the source program and translating the main program to the targetlan-
guage. The first two boxes contain the source program (both definitionsand the
main program), the third and fourth boxes contain the target program and the last
box contains the knowledge base. The target definitions are empty, because no def-
inition has been translated yet. The knowledge base is also empty when execution
starts.

Beginning with the initial state shown in Figure 8, evaluation proceeds as fol-
lows:1 First, the strategy function triggers rule(s1) in order to translate function

1Because of space constraints, we do not show the complete reduction sequence here.



τ Ds [[x]] K = x
τ Ds [[zero]] K = zero

τ Ds [[λx. Es]] K = λx. τ Ds [[Es]] K
τ Ds [[xl Es2]] K = (τ Ds [[x]] K)l (τ Ds [[Es2]] K) if K ↓ l < T
τ Ds [[xl Es2]] K = τ′ [[(τ Ds [[Ds ↓ x]] K)l (τ Ds [[Es2]] K)]]

if K ↓ l ≥ T
τ Ds [[El

s1 Es2]] K = (τ Ds [[Es1]] K)l (τ Ds [[Es2]] K)
τ Ds [[succ Es]] K = succ (τ Ds [[Es]] K)
τ Ds [[pred Es]] K = pred (τ Ds [[Es]] K)
τ Ds [[if0 Es1 Es2 Es3]] K = if0 (τ Ds [[Es1]] K) (τ Ds [[Es2]] K) (τ Ds [[Es3]] K)

τ′ : Et → Et

τ′ [[(λx. Et1)
l y]] = Et1[y/x]

τ′ [[(λx. Et1)
l zero]] = Et1[zero/x]

τ′ [[E]] = E if E is complex

FIGURE 7. Transformation rules

f = λn. if0 n zero ( f l1 (gl2 n))
g = λc. pred c
f l3 (succ (succ zero))

f l3 (succ (succ zero))

·

FIGURE 8. Example program

f , becausef is a free variable in reduction context and has not yet been translated.
This results in a state where functionf has been translated to target code.

f = λn. if0 n zero ( f l1 (gl2 n))
g = λc. pred c
f l3 (succ (succ zero))

f = λn. if0 n zero ( f l1 (gl2 n))

f l3 (succ (succ zero))

·

Following several applications of reduction rules, the machine collects information
about the active function applications in the code, resulting in the following state:



f = λn. if0 n zero ( f l1 (gl2 n))
g = λc. pred c
f l3 (succ (succ zero))

f = λn. if0 n zero ( f l1 (gl2 n))
g = λc. pred c
zero

l1 = 1, l2 = 2, l3 = 1, ·

We suppose that the recompilation thresholdT has been set to 2. In this case, the
presence of the entryl2 = 2 in the knowledge base causes a recompilation of the
function containing call sitel2, which happens to bef . The translation functionτ
uses the profiling data in the knowledge base and finds that call sitel2 is “hot” and
should be inlined. The resulting machine state after applying rule(s2) is shown
below:

f = λn. if0 n zero ( f l1 (gl2 n))
g = λc. pred c
f l3 (succ (succ zero))

f = λn. if0 n zero ( f l1 (pred n))
g = λc. pred c
zero

l1 = 1, l2 = 2, l3 = 1, ·

In this simple example, there is no performance win because the program haster-
minated before it could use the improved definition, but for larger inputs to the
function f , each following application off will be faster because functiong has
been inlined. Additionally, it would be possible to purge the definition ofg from
the target program definitions because it is not needed anymore, thus freeing up
memory to be used for other function translations.

This example of using our framework for defining a dynamically optimizing
system illustrates the flexibility of our approach. Other optimizations could be
easily added by appropriately extending the strategy and/or translation functions.
By adapting the reduction function, other profile data could be collected andused
as the basis for optimizations.

An obvious limitation of the optimization presented in this section is that it can
only inline functions which are called using the name of their top-level definition
(first-order calls). This problem can be solved by applying so-calledguarded inlin-
ing. Instead of inlining only functions known to be called at certain call sites, the
reduction function collects information about which set of functions are called at a
given call site and counting how often each member of this set has been called. The
“hottest” function (e.g., with the highest call counter) can then be inlined, guarded
by a conditional which tests whether the called function is indeed the expectedone.
If it is, the inlined code is used, otherwise the function call is performed.



5 RELATED WORK

A comprehensive description of virtual machines can be found in Smith and Nair
[SN05], who treat both low-level (binary and hardware) and high-level language
virtual machines. Examples of low-level virtual machines are binary translators
[CH97], binary optimizers [LD97, BGA03] and co-designed hardware/software
systems which execute machine code on different processor architectures using
integrated translation software [EA96, DGB+03]. High-level virtual machines
provide additional services for user programs, such as abstraction over machine
resources, garbage collection and multiple threads of execution [LY99, ECM05].
An earlier approach of portable code files and load-time compilation was that of
Franz [Fra94] for the Oberon system. The portable code files are actually com-
pressed abstract syntax trees which are compiled when a module is loaded into
the system. The Self system also relies heavily on dynamic compilation [Höl94]
and pioneered aggressive feed-back directed optimizations. Self is a dynamically
typed object-oriented language where all operations are dispatched dynamically,
and thus requires good optimization in order to execute efficiently. For similar rea-
sons, but not as aggressively, Deutsch and Schiffmann [DS84] have used dynamic
compilation in their Smalltalk implementation.

The design of the formal model was inspired by several virtual machine archi-
tectures for the Java programming language. The Jalapeño virtual machine (later
renamed to Jikes RVM) at IBM [BCF+99, SOT+00] first introduced the notion
of a controller, which is the component making optimization decisions based on a
cost-benefit model of adaptive recompilation. This component loosely corresponds
to our strategy function and appears also in other Java VMs, such as the StarJIT
system from Intel [ATBC+03], where it is calledProfile Manager.

Arnold et al. [AFG+04] propose a model-driven policy for detecting recom-
pilation opportunities which is used in the Jikes Research Virtual Machine. They
model both expected recompilation costs and the expected benefits of running opti-
mized code, basing their heuristics on the compile times and profile data collected
up to that point in execution. This seems to be the only published attempt to capture
aspects of dynamic optimization systems formally.

Wakeling [Wak98] used dynamic compilation of a lazy functional language in
order to reduce the memory requirements of compiled code. In his system, Haskell
source code is compiled to a compact intermediate format prior to execution anda
dynamic compiler translates this code to machine code while the program is run-
ning. When the storage reserved for compiled code is exhausted, all compiled code
is discarded and required code is re-generated (throw-away compilation[Bro76]).
Other uses of dynamic code generation in the context of functional languages in-
clude those in meta programming, for example MetaML [She98], which does not
require but benefits from dynamic code generation. Lee and Leone [LL96] trans-
late code written in a subset of ML into programs which automatically specialize
programs at run-time. Run-time code generation as a user-level library was pro-
posed by Lomov and Moscal [LM02]. They provide a library which allowsthe



translation from abstract syntax trees to bytecode for the Caml system at run-time.
Other work related to the presented model includes several works on defining

language semantics which reflect aspects of evaluation such as the cost associated
with each reduction step. Hope and Hutton [HH05] presented how a step-counting
semantics can be derived from purely functional programs. Sands [San90] investi-
gated cost semantics for several languages, from simple first-order to higher-order
languages.

6 FUTURE WORK

The work presented here can only be seen as a first step towards the formalization
of dynamic optimization systems. Several topics for future work have been iden-
tified while developing the formal model and the example optimization presented
here.

Modern virtual machines support dynamic loading of program code. This
should be included in our framework by adding some primitive mechanism for re-
placing (parts of) the source program and triggering the recompilation forreplaced
definitions.

An important aspect is whether other language constructs besides the concept
of adefinitionare useful enough across various source and target languages sothat
they should be included into the basic framework instead of being defined in the
concrete languages used with the model. This would allow more work on the core
framework to be applied to all possible source and target languages. Onepossible
example is to define some general cost semantics which can be used acrossall (or
at least most) reduction-based languages. The advantage is that the description
of individual analyses and transformations is moved into the general framework,
making the concrete language definitions smaller and easier to work with.

Another interesting path for future work is in lifting the restrictions on the cur-
rent framework: we would like to allow languages with more complicated seman-
tics than just reduction-based small-step semantics. Although we suppose lifting
some of the restrictions will not impose major problems, we have not yet studiedit
in detail.

As already mentioned in Section 3, we plan to study the effect of dynamic
optimization on the properties of the programs running on top of it. Though we
expect no difficulties, since the machine is designed to be transparent to the running
programs, it may be necessary to state specific requirements for the transformation
and strategy functions used in order to ensure this transparency.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a simple generic theoretical model of virtual ma-
chine execution with support for dynamic compilation and optimization. In orderto
keep the model simple, we have restricted input programs to purely functional lan-



guages which can be defined using reduction. The model is generic in thatit does
not prescribe specific source or target languages and gives freedom to the analysis
and transformation algorithms used for dynamic compilation and optimization.

Using the model, we have shown how to formulate a well-known optimization
and have demonstrated the evaluation of a simple dynamically optimized program.
The easy formulation of various optimizations in a unified formal model is ex-
pected to encourage the formal treatment of such transformations and to increase
the understanding of dynamically optimizing systems in general.
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